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LUSU EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Minutes of the meeting held on Thursday 15 June 2017 

 
Ex-officio members present Sophie Tarif | Vice President Union Development | Chair 
 Rachel Hughes | Vice President Campaigns & Communications 
 David Whitlock | Vice President Welfare & Community 
 Nick Dearman | Vice President Education 
 Jack Walker | Vice President Activities 
 Rhiannon Jones | LUSU President 
 
Members present Jess Phoenix | LGBTQ+ Officer 
 Matthew Ryder-Jarvis | Mature Students Officer 
 Alexandra Brock | Womens+ Officer 
 Domenica Giorgianni | JCR President | Bowland 
 Josh Kingston | PG Board Chair 
 
In attendance Claire Geddes | Chief Executive 
 Chris Cottam | Education & Support Manager 
 Brittany Tomlinson | Education & Policy Adviser 
 Michelle Zemura | SU Welcome Desk team | Minutes 
 Qasim Younis | VP Union Development-elect 
 Hannah Laycock | VP  
 Ben Francis | VP  
 Josh Woolf | SU President-elect 
 

 
1. Minutes of previous meeting held 31 May [EXEC-2017-08] approved. 
 
2. Matters arising from the minutes [not elsewhere on the agenda] | None raised. 
 
3. ITEMS FOR APPROVAL  
3.1 Sustainability and Ethical Policy | Vice President Welfare & Community  

 Chair explained the absence of the action plan from the document as it is still in draft mode 
and will need approval in future executive meetings. 

 VP Activities highlighted that the policy would not result in drastic actions now but will impact 
future decisions.  

 Discussion on the impact of this policy on sports and how ordering kit will be affected by 
Women’s+ officer. Noted for inclusion in action plan. 

 Also, noted for inclusion in action plan, included more purchasing through the NUS consortium 
which already follows the same ethical screening saving us setting up our own ethical 
screening.  

 Chair clarified that JCR’s and exec will be able to voice what the important ethical issues are to 
include within action plan and in the application of the policy. 

 Minor change suggested by VP Communications to tighten up the first principle so that its 
more specific to the communities that will be affected.  

Policy passed and approved. 
 
4. ITEMS FOR REPORT requiring discussion  
4.1 TEF Results | Vice President Education | results not yet published but will hopefully be available in 

the next 3 weeks so can be moved into a future agenda. 
 

4.2 Retention Project Work | Update from Vice President Activities | results not conclusive as to 
whether taking part in extra-curricular activities affects success for students. Quantitative Data still 
needed. Union pushing university to recognize importance of extra-curricular activities and seen as 
part of the curriculum and increase funding for it. Not able to carry on further research but 
encouraged that it is an interesting study worth pursuing. 
 PG Board Chair eager to have a look at the findings of the report to see if any future research 

can be carried out for more conclusive data. 



 Suggestion raised that it could be worth breaking down further research into demographics, 
areas of study etc. Women’s+ officer. 
 

4.3 NUS Conference Report | LUSU President | quick explanation of the conference is highlighting it as 
a time to decide on policies that remain in place for three years. Key areas and topics covered: 

 Priorities – liberating 
 Education zone – Higher education research act. Raised concerns on how students will be 

empowered through the teaching excellence act. 
 Union development – most policies didn’t get through and will be taken to the NEC and 

other committees for review. 
 Welfare – Mental Health Bills passed with one of our bills passing as a motion. More needs 

to be done to go against prevent.  
 Society and citizenships -Brexit, empowering refugees and EU single market.  
 AGM- after a democratic review implementation means there will be changing of offices 

UK wide with new positions.  
 AGM changes may not immediately impact Lancaster but advice given to follow up how it will 

be affecting regional areas. Also, Chair highlighted the importance of finding out what will be 
going on within the NUS over the next year.  

 Interest raised form VP Education concerning how the exec members in attendance voted in 
the democratic review. All four voted the same way except for 3 or 4 they did not agree on. 

 
5. STUDENT IDEAS for decision  

Quick explanation of how the system works for the benefit of the new executive members. 
 
Selling Duck Food on Campus | filtered as feedback for the University. Brief discussion of how the 
idea might not be implemented as it would disrupt the ducks echo system (PG Board Chair). 
 
Union Cat idea, from previous meeting, discussed briefly to clarify how the system works to the 
new exec.  
 

6. ITEMS FOR INFORMATION  
6.1 Verbal update from Chief Executive 

Most position for the election filled without contention and the statistics on how different groups 
voted are now available 
Trial of Digital Hustings had poor engagement but all the information from them now available. 
President-elect pointed out that the link to the twitter page from hustings from the LUSU website 
was faulty and would just need editing to enable access to information. Concerns raised for 
hustings questions that remained unanswered by Woman’s+ officer, would anything be done 
about them? Candidates can’t be forced to answer questions but again something to note from the 
trial. 
Questions raised about training of the new elected officers. Educaiton and Support manager 
assured some training on practical things will be carried out and there would also be a breakdown 
of the elections for people to have a look at.  
Formal apology for extrav ticketing failure, everyone at meeting happy with postponement. 
Assurance that due diligence had been done before hand by members of IT team and quick 
explanation of the technical issues leading to the failure. To insure future confidence, NUS coming 
in to assure the union having already sent in their support team to hear experiences from 
Saturday. VP education expressed commendations on how efficiently the issue with the ticket sales 
was dealt with by staff. 
Bystander Intervention post has 5 or 6 candidates but needs more money to be put towards it. 
Grad ball ticket sales not picked up, although hope is there that with extrav tickets sold more 
people might be motivated to consider buying one. Contentions being thought through and bus 
ticket prices to stop18th June. Appeal made to all student groups to advertise tickets where 
possible. 
“Being well, doing well”, collaborative research with other unions a possibility. Not enough unions 
showing interest now with only 6/30 sign ups but Union willing to sign up if momentum picks up. 
Core rep training requested by the university for BJTU but not enough information or staffing has 
been given yet to gauge whether it is worthwhile or sustainable.  
 

6.2 Update from Education &Support Manager 
Update on NUS coming in to interview members of JCR’s and other union members to give 
feedback on the FTO’s who will be leaving. A report will be produced and sent back to Lancaster for 



October. If a referendum is required by members as a result, it will be carried out in Week 8 of the 
academic year. Simultaneously an FTO survey is going on now of which figures will also be fed 
back. 

 
6.3 FTO Updates 

VP Communications | Media funding proposal submitted to the university. Awaiting response | We 
are Lancaster campaign successful and the signed pledge by both FTO’s and the university means it 
can continue to be adhered to | success in encouraging members to go vote | Student trustee 
roles now up for application, student media awards being organized and support where needed 
given i.e. Scan, LA1 TV | Attended ISS student experience two day workshop where 3 principles 
were contributed (To inform, be supported and be informed) in aid of interfaces becoming more 
personable with future audits for usability. 
 
VP Activities | carrying out preparations for Founders through work with JCR’s | Sports awards 
now moved to 26th June | sifting through applications for activities committees whilst also working 
on allocation of training times 
 
President | establishing first aid training society in collaboration with St Johns ambulances in hopes 
of creating medical opportunities for students whilst aiding sports teams and societies that need 
first aid | reviewing academic peer mentoring | established a model for giving cost saving tips to 
students each week through squeak and scan | completed audit of university departmental 
websites and passed findings onto director of communications to improve transparency of 
academic costs per CMA guidelines. 
Questions raised by VP Education as to the impact findings will have, which is not yet clear. 
 
VP Education | successful Teaching awards event | PG forum upcoming week 28, covering money 
matters, marking undergraduate work etc and will be in attendance.PG board officer eager to get 
minutes from this forum | organising “Thank you” event for reps whilst dealing with noise 
complaints survey currently going around. More advertisement needs to be done for this survey as 
few people have seen it- Women’s+ officer. 
 
Chief executive raised points concerning noise complaints as registry needs to become more 
involved with actively monitoring noise levels during exams, finding alternative venues. Currently 
only focused on residential areas instead of exam halls. Advised more people attend spine 
redevelopment meetings to understand what is going on.  
 
VP Union Development | Success from Furness trial of using governance instead of bylaws of which 
was passed. Implementation into other colleges next | Extravs sold out in 30 minutes, except for 
Pendle, but will all require good weather | Welcome week timetables now complete and Freshers 
rep training will be centralized instead of completed per college | no further information on 
elections. 
 

7. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
7.1 President highlighted that university court is currently being reviewed in terms of its efficiency. 

FTO’s encouraged to reflect on court experience. Consequently, few other meetings will be 
reviewed.  

7.2 Chair gave feedback on water fountains as facilities have assigned a project manager to survey 
where best more fountains could be fitted. No funding available for implementation for the time 
being. 

 
Rethink timing for exec meeting in week 10 and maybe turn it into a food related event to bid farewell to 
the outgoing FTO’s 
 
 
 
26 June 2017 


